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About This Game

Bob Was Hungry is a challenging precision platformer with many levels designed to truly test your platforming skills.

Bobs have been scouring the universe for food for millions of years. For the most part, food had been plentiful and easy to
acquire...planets made entirely of cheese were abundant, and finding one could leave a bob full for a lifetime. However, time
has passed, and food has become scarce. Greedy bobs so carelessly ate two or three cheese planets at a time, and now cheese

planets are as rare to find as a bob with a full stomach.

Bobs unable to stumble upon one of the last extremely rare cheese-havens were forced out into the unknown. Now they traverse
as many planets as they can in hopes of finding a scrap of food to survive. Unfortunately, their trips are dangerous, and the

planets are treacherous. Finding food is not like it used to be.

You play as one of these bobs, and it is up to you to find the meal that will finally satisfy your bob's insatiable appetite.

Play alone, or play online with up to 8-player co-op in four frantic multiplayer modes:

Co-op: Play with your friends and help one another make it to the end! Recommended for beginners.

“Shared Death” Co-op: Everyone has to make it to the end of each stage. If one person dies, everyone dies and has to
start the stage over.
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Competitive Race: Race against your friends for the fastest time and the highest score.

Competitive Survival Race: Race against your friends, but you only get one life per stage!

Key Features:

2-8 player online cooperative and competitive modes

Online game modes include co-op, shared death co-op, competitive race, and competitive survival race

Challenging precision platforming

Over 170 levels set in 5 Unique Zones

38 Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Controller support
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Title: Bob Was Hungry
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Shorebound Studios
Publisher:
Shorebound Studios
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2015
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i really like this game. there is a lot of dialogue and i enjoyed it. This WW1 setting game is a lot different than traditional Visual
Novels. and there is quite a twist at the end.

its a nice breath of fresh air from the other games ive VN games ive played in the past. this game focuses a lot about the
struggles the main protag has and alot the others around it. its worth a buy.. pretty good game. Pros:
-interesting concept

Cons:
-poor graphics
-confusing controls
-hyper sensitive AI makes stealh difficult
-3 single-use abilities and finding recharges is annoying
-no replayabilityq. Way too buggy. I suggest getting the console versions to fully enjoy this game. Thank Valve for refunds..
Zotrix is addicting, It looks a bit like Galaga and feels a bit like Geometry Wars. That being said this game is wholly unique, and
it is awesome!

It's still in the early access, which means that there are bugs here and there but the game works enough to be rather enjoyable.
The developer is really responsive in the forums and the game has a lot of potential. I can't wait to see where this one goes.. Cute
little game with some smaller bugs. Nothing game breaking.
A safe system would be nice.
Had some fun with it, would play again, worth 0,99
. The wife and I really enjoyed the card game , but found it a bit light to set up for. The digital version takes away all of our
aversions . This is a great rogue-lite housed in a card based board game. It's quick play and robust set of options will keep you
highly enterained.
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I played this game when it first came out in the 90s, and loved it. In fact I've still got the original CD and instructions, but setting
up DOSbox to play it was troublesome, and just never got around to beating it. Ever. So as soon as I saw this on Steam, I
couldn't resist grabbing it. Not only does it run flawlessly, but it also has controller support, improved mouse support (i.e. scroll
wheel is now supported), and even steam achievements.

Just a warning, this game is fairly basic compared to other point-and-click adventure games, but it's also really unique and
completely worth playing through. It's also very unforgiving, the game will kill you unexpectedly, and if you haven't saved,
you're starting over the the beginning. So save often!. you have been kicked from the server
you have been kicked from the server
you have been kicked from the server
you have been kicked from the server. Very interesting project, where the player will feel in the shoes of a wolf. During the
short time that I spent in the game, I killed a poacher, almost fell into the trap, and died of thirst: D
The only drawback of this game - bugs. They are quite a lot - I walked through the trees, fell through the texture. But all the
same game fun and I liked!

7/10, will watch for updates!. This game is... strange. Not in a bad way, I find this game to be REALLY FUN.
 You'll just have to play it yourself to see what I mean!. Physics-based match-3 dropping balls game. Casual but somewhat
challenging. Recommended. Similar to Atlantis: Pearls of The Deep, but more simple.. This is a pretty fun, super basic jrpg
kind of game. Half the fun is the absolutely ATROCIOUS translation. I mean its really bad, but in a hilarious way and its not
quite bad enough that you dont know whats going on.
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